Modern data-intensive applications move vast amounts of data between multiple locations around the world. To enable predictable and reliable data transfers, next generation networks allow such applications to reserve network resources for exclusive use. In this paper, we solve an important problem (called SMR 3 ) to accommodate multiple and concurrent network reservation requests between a pair of end sites. Given the varying availability of bandwidth within the network, our goal is to accommodate as many reservation requests as possible while minimizing the total time needed to complete the data transfers. First, we prove that SMR 3 is an NPhard problem. Then, we solve it by developing a polynomial-time heuristic called RRA. The RRA algorithm hinges on an efficient mechanism to accommodate large number of requests in an iterative manner. Finally, we show via numerical results that RRA constructs schedules that accommodate significantly larger number of requests compared to other, seemingly efficient, heuristics.
INTRODUCTION
Extreme scale scientific computations within collaborative environments are highly dependent on the availability of data that they need to process. The data in such environments is usually distributed among national and international data repositories. As a result, any scientific data analysis requires frequent and timesensitive transfers of large volumes of data from one repository to another over the network. This fact highlights the extreme importance of reliable network services. However, the default behavior of today's best effort networks is to treat all data flows equally. This can cause data flows of higher priority and/or urgency to be adversely impacted by competing flows of lower priority. In distributed data-intensive environments, such behavior is unwarranted and can degrade the effective "goodput" of the overall system. Furthermore, such behavior makes it impossible to guarantee any type of Quality of Service (QoS) which is often required for time sensitive data transfers.
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As a first step to alleviate such concerns, next generation research and education networks, such as ESnet [5] and Internet2 [9] , have dedicated large bandwidth links between sites distributed across distant geographical regions. These networks offer mechanisms that allow end-site applications to reserve network resources for their exclusive use. The ability to reserve network resources is enabled via software agents within these networks called Inter Domain Controllers (IDCs). An example of such an IDC is the Ondemand Secure Circuits and Advance Reservation System (OS-CARS) [12] used by both ESnet and Internet2.
As a next step in enabling end-to-end QoS guarantees, there is an evident need for end site tools that can intelligently reserve network resources on behalf of applications. TeraPaths [10] is an example of such a network reservation tool. It can communicate with the IDCs of ESnet and Internet2 to reserve WAN resources. StorNet [7] is another example of an end-site tool that currently uses TeraPaths to reserve network resources. Such reservation tools usually have a dual role: (i) they need to act as an end-site domain controllers to reserve end-site local area network resources, and (ii) they need to act as resource brokers of Wide Area Network (WAN) by communicating with IDCs to reserve required WAN resources. Our focus in this paper is to enable end site tools in performing the second role more efficiently.
In this paper, we address the issue of intelligently scheduling resource reservation requests from the perspective of an end-site network reservation tool. We consider a common but important scenario, where the end sites are generating multiple/concurrent resource reservation requests. Currently, the most common mechanism to handle multiple reservation requests is to try and reserve the requests in some order (usually the order in which they arrive). As we show in this paper, in the presence of multiple reservation requests, we can significantly improve the performance if we schedule the requests intelligently instead of trying to accommodate them one by one in the order of arrival (or some other naive sequence). We have developed an algorithm that can construct an efficient schedule for multiple/concurrent requests between a pair of end sites. Furthermore, we focus on the requests that are flexible in nature, i.e., the requests can specify an upper limit on the maximum usable bandwidth and a flexible time duration during which the request needs to be satisfied. Our developed solution procedure efficiently exploits the flexibility that exist in the reservation requests. It does so by following a novel approach in which the endsite reservation tools request the IDC of the WAN for the available network resources. IDCs of the next generation WANs will soon have the ability to provide such availability information to the endsite reservation tools on request [13] . Once such availability information is communicated to the reservation tools, this information can now be used along with the flexibilities in the requests to construct an intelligent schedule of requests. We plan to integrate the developed scheduling algorithm into the TeraPaths network reservation tool. Our simulation results show that the overall system performance will be increased significantly once the developed algorithm is incorporated within TeraPaths. Paper Organization. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe our problem in detail. Section 3 shows the proof of NP-hardness for our problem. In Section 4, we provide the description of the algorithm that we have developed, and Section 5 presents the simulation results. Section 6 discuss some related work, and Section 7 concludes the paper.
PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
In this section, we give the description of our problem using a motivational example. Figure 1 shows a simple scenario where the network can reserve a bandwidth of 10 Gb/s between two end sites. This bandwidth availability is assumed to be on a pre-selected path between two end sites. We assume that such a path is already given, and construction of path is not in the scope of this paper. Next, the rate at which the data can be read from/written to the storage device on an end host is limited to 8 Gb/s. In this scenario, it is advisable to reserve a maximum of 8 Gb/s of bandwidth along the network path. A single reservation request between two end sites includes (i) the maximum bandwidth that the end sites can support (e.g., 8 Gb/s in the above example), (ii) the amount of data that needs to be transferred, and (iii) the start and end times between which the end sites needs the data transfer to begin and finish. As an example, the time varying maximum bandwidth availability of the network between the two end sites of Fig. 1 is shown in Fig. 2 . This end-site to endsite bandwidth availability graph is a step function, with different available bandwidth between different time intervals (or steps). For  Fig. 2 , the available end-to-end bandwidth for time interval [1−3] is 4 Gb/s, and for the interval [3−7] , the available bandwidth becomes 8 Gb/s (say due to termination of some other network flows within the network). Now assume that end site 1 wants to make two reservations between itself and end site 2, and both of these reservations can support the maximum bandwidth of 8 Gb/s. Assume that the start and end times for both the reservations is 1 and 7 secs respectively. Furthermore, assume that both reservations need to transfer 16 Gb of data. Once a reservation is confirmed for a request, the allocated bandwidth for that reservation remains fixed for its duration (similar to what happens with a reservation in ESnet [5] and Internet2 [9] ). Next, given the bandwidth availability information between two end-sites and the details of the reservation requests, our objective is to schedule the data transfers for all the requests (if possible). The schedule should be able to finish the data transfers for all reservations within the requested time window and at the same time optimize a certain objective function. Without an objective function, there could be multiple feasible schedules that will accommodate the requests. Figure 3 shows two feasible schedules for the above example. We can see that the schedule in Fig. 3(a) is optimal if we want to finish the data transfers as early as possible, and the schedule in Fig. 3(b) is optimal if we want to minimize the total data transfer time.
From the above example, it is easy to see that finding a feasible and optimal schedule becomes much more challenging if the bandwidth availability graph contains many more variations. Furthermore, the problem becomes even more challenging if we introduce the following four generalizations: (i) the requested start and end times for different reservations can be different, (ii) the amount of data that needs to be transferred for every reservation can also be different, (iii) the maximum bandwidth that a particular reservation can use may vary from one reservation to another, and (iv) there are multiple reservation requests that need to be scheduled. In this paper, we consider all these generalizations and solve the scheduling problem with two goals: (i) accommodate as many reservation requests as possible (all the requests in best case), and (ii) minimize the sum of total times that is required to transfer data for all accommodated requests. We name our problem as SMR 
PROBLEM COMPLEXITY
In this section, we prove the NP-hardness of our SMR 3 problem. We consider a known NP-hard variation of the generalized assignment problem (GAP), and convert an instance of this GAP into a special instance of our problem in polynomial time. We first describe the special instance of our SMR 3 problem, which we call simple-SMR Step 1
Step 2
Step In simple-SMR 3 , all reservation requests have same start and end times, same values for the maximum bandwidth that they can use, but different amounts of data that they need to transfer. The bandwidth availability curve in simple-SMR 3 is a piecewise linear function. An example of this is shown in Fig. 4 . The available bandwidth during all intervals is exactly the same as the maximum bandwidth requested in the individual reservation requests. However, the time duration of every interval in which the bandwidth is available can be different. We can make two important observations from the definition of simple-SMR 3 . First, in any solution, the time taken to complete the data transfer for a particular request will be same irrespective of the interval in which it is scheduled. This is because all intervals have the same amount of bandwidth available for every request. As a consequence, every feasible schedule will have the same total time taken to transfer data for all reservation requests. Second, for the simple-SMR 3 problem, the objective of finding a feasible schedule with minimum data transfer time is now reduced to finding just a feasible schedule. We now have the following lemma. LEMMA 1. The simple-SMR 3 problem is an NP-hard problem.
PROOF. We consider the following variation of GAP that is known to be NP-hard [3] : Given n bins, m items, the capacity of each bin, and the size of each item: the goal is to determine a feasible assignment of items to bins such that the sum of the size of items in each bin does not exceed the bin's capacity.
An instance of the above problem can be converted into the simple-SMR 3 problem by considering the bins as the intervals in the piecewise bandwidth availability graph. The capacity of each bin can be considered as the area under each interval where the bandwidth is available. Each item can be considered as the bandwidth reservation request, where the size of each item is equivalent to the amount of data that needs to be transferred for that request. Finally, the goal of finding a feasible assignment of items to bins can be considered equivalent to finding a feasible schedule of reservation requests within the intervals of the piecewise bandwidth availability graph.
Based on lemma 1, we now have the following theorem. THEOREM 1. The SMR 3 problem is an NP-hard problem.
PROOF. The SMR 3 problem is a generalized version of the simple-SMR 3 problem. As the simple-SMR 3 problem is shown to be NPhard, SMR 3 is also NP-hard.
Given that the SMR 3 problem is an NP-hard problem, it is not possible to develop a polynomial time solution procedure to solve it optimally. As a result, we develop an efficient algorithm with polynomial running time that can construct effective solutions.
RRA: THE RESOURCE RESERVATION ALGORITHM
In this section, we develop an algorithm, called RRA (resource reservation algorithm) to solve our SMR 3 problem. We begin by providing an overview of the RRA in Section 4.1, which is followed by the detailed description in Section 4.2. In Section 4.3, we illustrate the working of the RRA algorithm via an example. In Section 4.4, we show the polynomial running time of the RRA algorithm.
Algorithm Overview
The RRA algorithm runs in iterations. During every iteration, RRA will try to reserve resources for some of those requests that can have a large effect on the objective function, i.e., the requests that can utilize the largest amount of bandwidth. At the end of an iteration, there may be few reservation requests that were not accommodated in the bandwidth availability graph. The RRA algorithm then updates the bandwidth availability graph to reflect the current reservation of requests that were accommodated. This is followed by more iterations in which RRA tries to reserve resources for the remaining requests (if any) in the updated bandwidth availability graph. An obvious question here is: how subsequent iterations can accommodate the requests if the current one cannot? The answer will become clear during the detailed description of the algorithm. If, during some iteration, none of the remaining requests could be accommodated, then the RRA algorithm will stop. The remaining requests that were not accommodated cannot be satisfied. The RRA algorithm runs in polynomial time and can construct effective solutions.
Detailed Description
In this section, we will provide detailed description of the RRA algorithm. Every iteration within RRA consists of three phases. We will describe these phases here.
Phase I: Identify Accommodating Regions
The RRA algorithm begins an iteration by identifying one accommodating region (AR) for every step in the bandwidth availability graph. For a particular step size, RRA identifies the corresponding AR as a rectangle within the bandwidth availability graph that (i) contains the step, (ii) has a height that corresponds to the maximum available bandwidth of that step, and (iii) has the longest length possible while maintaining the bandwidth. These ARs can be efficiently constructed using an algorithm proposed in [7] . The current pending reservation requests needs to be accommodated in these ARs. Note that an AR for a step may span multiple other steps, and a single AR may accommodate multiple reservation requests. As an example, from time [2] [3] [4] [5] , and region AR-3 spans from time [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . Regions AR-1 (with bandwidth 4 Gb/s) and AR-3 (with bandwidth 6 Gb/s) are spanning multiple time steps, and their height is corresponding to the bandwidth of their respective time steps. Region AR-2 (with bandwidth 8 Gb/s) spans only step-2 because the bandwidth of adjacent steps 1 and 2 is less than that of step-2.
Phase II: Initial Assignment
After identifying all ARs, the next step in the RRA algorithm is to assign individual requests to these ARs. In order to accomplish this, for every request ρi, RRA identifies the AR that can finish the request in the shortest amount of time (while satisfying the start and end time requirements of the request). In case there are multiple ARs that can finish the request in shortest time, RRA will assign the AR with smallest bandwidth to request ρi. This will ensure that the ARs with excessive bandwidth availability can be used by requests that can utilize such large bandwidth. Figure 6 shows an example where Request-1 with 18 Gb of data can utilize a maximum bandwidth of 6 Gb/s with earliest start time and completion deadline as 0 and 7 respectively. It also shows all three ARs that fall within the start and end time requirements of the request. Out of the three ARs, only two, i.e., AR-2 with 8 Gb/s and AR-3 with 6 Gb/s, can satisfy Request-1 in 3 secs. AR-1 with 4 Gb/s will require 4.5 secs to satisfy the request. In this case, the RRA algorithm will assign AR-3, i.e., the AR with minimum bandwidth among the two best ARs, to Request-1. If a certain request cannot be accommodated inside any AR, then that request can not be satisfied and will be removed from further consideration.
A situation is possible where none of the available ARs is assigned to more than one reservation requests, and none of the requests gets assigned to overlapping ARs. In such a situation, the current initial assignment is considered as a feasible assignment. However, it is also possible that some ARs (overlapping/non-overlapping) get assigned to multiple reservation requests (e.g., see Fig. 7 ). In such a scenario, the RRA algorithm needs to make sure that the current assignments are indeed feasible, i.e., whether all/few of the requests can be accommodated inside the assigned RAs.
Phase III: Ensuring Feasibility
This is the most important phase of the RRA algorithm. The goal of this phase is to determine whether the assigned ARs can accommodate the requests to which they were assigned. Furthermore, this phase also calculates the actual bandwidth and the start and end times that will be assigned to each request that can be accommodated. For this phase, RRA needs to maintain the following information for every identified AR: (i) the start time of the AR, (ii) the end time of the AR, (iii) a list of other overlapping ARs, and (iv) all the requests to which it was assigned. The RRA algorithm will then iterate through the ARs one by one. It is likely Step 1
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(b) Assignment of AR-2 (to Request 3) that overlaps with AR-3 (already assigned to two requests). that the ARs with large bandwidth can complete the requests in less amount of time. As a result, for the benefit of the objective, the RRA algorithm will iterate through the ARs in a decreasing order of bandwidth values (ties are broken randomly). For every AR considered, the goal is to see if it can accommodate all the requests to which it was assigned. If not, then the goal should be to accommodate as many as possible. Furthermore, once a request is accommodated inside an AR, the size of other overlapping ARs should be adjusted as follows. If the accommodated request splits some overlapping AR into left and right portions, then the larger portion will be retained, and the smaller portion will be removed from that AR. Note that, if needed, the available bandwidth in the removed portion can be taken into consideration during the next iteration of the RRA algorithm. To accommodate the requests within an AR, the RRA algorithm follows a greedy approach. It will iterate over the requests in increasing order of starting times, breaking ties randomly. The reason to iterate in increasing order of starting times is to reduce the amount of time gaps between accommodated requests within the AR.
To understand the processing of each request within the iteration, we use the following notation. We denote R = {ρ0, ρ1, · · · , ρN-1} as the set of all N requests. For request ρi, denote the maximum bandwidth that can be used as B(ρi) b/s, the requested start time before which the data transfer should not start as S(ρi), the requested end time by which the data transfer should complete as C(ρi), and the amount of data that need to be transferred as D(ρi) bits. For request ρi, denote the actual start time of data transfer in a solution as s(ρi), the actual bandwidth that was reserved for ρi as b(ρi) b/s. The actual completion time for ρi can be calculated as c(ρi
. For each request ρi under the greedy approach, the RRA algorithm will do the following:
• The starting time of request ρi (i.e., s(ρi)) will be calculated RRA_Algorithm(Requests Reqs, Steps S) /*S is the bandwidth availability graph */ 1. Use [7] to create a set R of accommodating regions from S 2. For every request q ∈ Reqs 3.
Identify ARs that can satisfy q in smallest amount of time 4.
Among the identified ARs, assign the one with minimum bandwidth to q 5.
If there is no identified AR for q, then q cannot be satisfied and is removed from Reqs 6. Consider each AR r ∈ R in decreasing order of bandwidth values 7.
Consider all requests q ∈ Reqs to which region r was assigned in the increasing order of earliest possible start times 8.
If q cannot fit in region r, then q cannot be satisfied in this iteration 9.
If q can fit inside region r, then 10.
Mark the actual start time of q as the current start time of region r 11.
Assign the bandwidth of r as the actual bandwidth allotted to q 12.
Using the allotted bandwidth and start time, calculate the finish time of q 13.
Update the start time of region r to the finish time of q 14.
For all overlapping regionsr partitioned by q 15.
Remove the smaller portion ofr. 16 . If the number of requests assigned in the previous step is not zero 17.
Use the C-BAG algorithm to update the bandwidth availability graph S while considering all the accommodated requests in Reqs 18.
Remove the accommodated requests from Reqs 19.
Goto step 1 20. The requests that were not accommodated cannot be satisfied as the maximum of S(ρi) (earliest possible start time) and the starting time of the AR. If this value comes out to be larger than C(ρi) (the completion deadline for the request), then this request cannot be accommodated during this iteration, and will be considered in the later iterations.
• The bandwidth allotted to request ρi will be calculated as the minimum of B(ρi) (maximum possible value that the ρi can support) and the maximum bandwidth available in the AR.
• Using the above values of start time and allotted bandwidth, the completion time of the request ρi will be calculated. If the value of completion time exceeds the end time of the AR, then the request ρi cannot be accommodated during this iteration of the RRA algorithm.
• Finally, if ρi can be accommodated within the AR, then the start time of AR will be updated to the completion time of ρi.
Once the algorithm has finished iterating over the requests for a particular AR, it is possible that there are few requests remaining that still need to be accommodated. There requests will be considered during the next iteration of the RRA algorithm. Within this iteration, the RRA algorithm will now move on to the AR with next highest bandwidth, and will repeat the greedy approach to fit the requests to which this AR was assigned.
C-BAG_Algorithm(Requests Reqs, Steps S) 1. Create a new Set 2. Add the actual start and actual end time of the satisfied requests to the Set 3. Add the start and end times of all the steps in S to the Set 4. The number of steps in new bandwidth availability graph will be sizeof(Set)
Mark t as the beginning of the i-th step in the new bandwidth availability graphŜ 10.
If(i > 0) 11.
Mark t as the end time of the (i − 1)-th step 12.
If t is the start time of some step in s ∈ S 13.
Denote the current available bandwidth as B 14.
For all the accommodated requests that start at t 15.
Denote sum1 as the sum of used bandwidth values in these requests 16.
For all the accommodated requests that end at t 17.
Denote sum2 as the sum of used bandwidth values in these requests 18.
Denote U = sum1 − sum2 as the bandwidth in use 19.
if i < sizeof(Set) 20.
Mark the bandwidth of i-th step inŜ as B − U 21.
Increment i by one 22. Update S =Ŝ Figure 9 : Pseudocode of the C-BAG algorithm.
Preparing for the next Iteration
An iteration of RRA ends when the RRA algorithm finish iterating through all ARs. At this time, there may be some remaining reservation requests that RRA was not able to accommodate. The RRA algorithm will now update the bandwidth availability graph while taking into consideration the current accommodated requests. We have developed an efficient algorithm, called C-BAG (Constructing an Updated Bandwidth Availability Graph), that constructs an updated bandwidth availability graph given the requests that are accommodated within the current graph. The details of the C-BAG algorithm are as follows: The C-BAG Algorithm. To begin with, the C-BAG algorithm will calculate the number of steps that will be there in the updated BAG. To achieve this objective, C-BAG uses an efficient data structure called Set. The Set data structure is a collection of unique values. The C-BAG algorithm first inserts the start and end times of all steps in the current BAG into Set. This is followed by the insertion of all actual start and end times of the accommodated requests within the current BAG into Set. With an efficient hash function, the insertion can be made a constant time operation. It can be verified that the size of Set minus 1 will be the number of steps in the new updated BAG. The values in Set and the number of steps in the new BAG are needed for the next operation in the C-BAG algorithm.
After calculating the number of steps in the new BAG, the C-BAG algorithm iterates over Set in increasing order of stored values. Every encountered value in Set marks the beginning of a new step, and ending of the previous step in the updated BAG. To obtain the available bandwidth in these steps for the new BAG, the C-BAG algorithm maintains and updates two variables: (i) the amount of bandwidth that is currently in use by the accommodated requests (denoted by BW-USE), and (ii) the bandwidth of the step that is Step 0
Step 1
Step 3
(a) Bandwidth availability graph. active at this time in the old BAG (denoted by BW-STEP). For every step in the new BAG (i.e., at every encountered time value in the Set), the amount of bandwidth for this new step is equal to BW-STEP minus BW-USE. After constructing a new bandwidth availability graph, the RRA algorithm will run through the three described phases again. Note that in this new iteration, an AR that gets assigned to a previously non accommodated request will be different from ARs in the previous iteration. This is the reason that a request that may not be accommodated inside an AR during one iteration may get accommodated during some subsequent iteration.
The RRA algorithm stops if it cannot accommodate any requests during an iteration, or if there are no more remaining requests that need to be accommodated. Figure 8 shows the pseudo code of the RRA algorithm, and Fig. 9 shows the pseudo code of the C-BAG algorithm.
An Example
In this section, we will walk through an example to illustrate the workings of the RRA algorithm. Figure 10 Table 1 shows the reservation requests that are to be accommodated in the bandwidth availability graph of Fig. 10(a) . The units used in this example are for Step 0
(a) Bandwidth availability graph. Step 0
Request #3
Request #2
Request #0
Request #1 Figure 12 : Final solution for Fig. 10(a) and Table 1 .
the illustration purpose only. As an example, the time duration can be in minutes or hours instead of seconds that we have used here. The first iteration of the RRA algorithm will operate on the initial bandwidth availability graph of Fig. 10(a) . The first phase in this iteration is to build a set of accommodating regions for every step in the graph. Figure 10(b) shows the ARs for the steps in Fig. 10(a) .
The second phase, i.e., the initialization phase involves iterating through the requests and assigning ARs to them. The ARs assigned to individual requests during the second phase are shown in the second column of Table 2 . Request #0 can take 1.667 seconds to finish within ARs 0, 1 and 3. However, it will be assigned AR-0 because the bandwidth of AR-0 is closest to the maximum of 6 Gb/s bandwidth that the request can use. Similarly, requests #1, #2, and #3 will be assigned ARs 0, 1, and 0 respectively.
For the third phase of this iteration, the RRA algorithm will first select the AR with the largest available bandwidth, which is AR-1 (see Fig. 10(b) ). As there is only one request (i.e., #2) to which this AR was assigned initially, request #2 will be accommodated in this AR with starting time of 2, ending time of 4, and bandwidth of 8 Gb/s. At this point, the boundaries of the overlapping ARs will be adjusted. That is, the end time of AR-0 will be updated to 2, and the start time of AR-2 will be updated to 4. As there is no other request to which AR-0 was assigned, the RRA algorithm will move onto AR-3 that has the next highest bandwidth. However, AR-3 is not assigned to any request. So, the RRA will move over to the next AR, i.e., AR-0. Now, there are three requests to which AR-0 was assigned. The RRA algorithm will iterate over these requests in the increasing order of their earliest start time possible. That is, it will first check request #3, which will be accommodated with start time of 0, end time of 2, and allotted bandwidth of 6 Gb/s. Since the end time of AR-0 was updated to 2, the remaining two requests cannot be accommodated within this AR. The RRA will next move over to the last region, i.e., AR-2. As this AR was not assigned to any request, the first iteration is completed. After the first iteration, there are still two requests remaining that were not accommodated. So, the RRA will update the bandwidth availability graph taking into consideration the two accommodated requests. The updated bandwidth availability graph is shown in Fig. 11(a) , and the corresponding ARs are shown in Fig. 11(b) . Following the same approach as the first iteration, the RRA will accommodate request #1 in AR-3 during this iteration. In the third iteration, the RRA algorithm will finally accommodate request #0. The final accommodated requests are shown in Fig. 12. 
Complexity of the RRA Algorithm
In this section, we will show that the RRA algorithm developed in this paper has polynomial time complexity. We denote the number of requests that need to be accommodated as N , and the number of steps in the initial bandwidth availability graph as M . Every iteration in RRA runs in three phase. We will analyze these phases one by one. Phase I. For the first phase, the accommodating regions can be identified by using an algorithm [7] that runs in linear time with respect to the number of steps in the bandwidth availability graph. However, due to the accommodation of requests, the number of steps in the graph can increase with every subsequent iteration. In the worst case, every accommodated request can increase the number of steps by two. As a result, the running time of the first phase in worst case can be O(N + M ). Phase II. For the second phase, the RRA algorithm identifies the best region corresponding to every request. The number of requests can be O(N ), and the number of regions in worst case can be O(N + M ) (as calculated for the first phase). Therefore, the worst case running time of this phase comes out to be O (N · (N + M ) ). Phase III. For the third phase, the RRA algorithm iterates over all ARs, i.e., O(N + M ) ARs in worst case. For every AR, it checks for the feasibility of accommodating O(N ) requests within that AR. As a result, the running time of the third phase is O((N + M ) · N ).
After the third phase, the RRA algorithm constructs a new bandwidth availability graph using the C-BAG algorithm. In the worst case, the number of steps in any bandwidth availability graph can be O(M + N ). The number of accommodated requests can be O(n). As a result, the cost of sorting all values in Set is O((M + N ) · log(M + N )). The bandwidth for the individual steps in the new BAG can be calculated in one pass over the sorted values in Set, i.e., in O(M + N ) time. As a result, the overall running time of C-BAG is O((M + N ) log(M + N )). The RRA algorithm stops if an iteration cannot accommodate any reservation request. This means that at least one request is accommodated during every iteration of the RRA algorithm. As a result, the number of iterations are limited to O(N ). This gives us the final runtime complexity of the RRA algorithm as
NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we present simulation results to show the efficiency of our RRA algorithm.
Operation of RRA
To begin with, we construct a schedule of requests using the RRA algorithm on a sample of randomly generated reservation requests and bandwidth availability graph. Input. Table 3 shows details of the 30 steps in the bandwidth availability graph. Column 1 of Table 3 shows the step number, column 2 shows the start time of the step, column 3 shows the end time of the step, and the last column shows the amount of bandwidth available in the step. Table 4 shows a set of 15 requests that needs to be accommodated inside the bandwidth availability graph of Table 3 . The first column of Table 4 shows the request number. Column 2 shows the time in seconds before which data transfer for this request cannot start. Column 3 shows the time limit by which the data transfer for this request should finish. Column 4 contains the maximum bandwidth that this request can use and the last column shows the amount of data that needs to be transferred for this request. The final row of Table 3 shows the total amount of data that needs to be transferred for all the requests as 11329.39 Gb. Output. After providing the steps and requests as an input to the RRA algorithm, the schedule of the accommodated requests is shown in Table 5 . Column 1 of Table 5 shows the request number. Columns 2 show the actual start time when this request will start transmitting the data. Column 3 shows the time when the data transmission for this request will finish. Column 4 shows the amount of bandwidth that will be reserved for this request, and the last column shows the difference between columns 3 and 2, i.e., the total time for which this request will transmit data. We can see that requests #5 and #6 were not accommodated in the final schedule. As a result, these requests are considered as unsatisfied. We can also see that requests #2 and #7 have overlapping schedules, i.e., they will be active at the same time for some duration. The last row of Table 5 shows the total time needed to complete the data transfer for all the requests as 1722.49 secs..
Comparison with other heuristics
We next consider a network setup where the bandwidth availability of the network, i.e., the height of each step, and the duration of each step between two end sites vary randomly. The heights vary between zero and 10 Gb/s, and the durations vary between zero and 100 seconds. Each reservation request is given a random value for the earliest start time, the completion deadline, and the maximum usable bandwidth (which can take on a value between zero and 10 Gb/s). The earliest start times and the completion deadlines are restricted to the times for which bandwidth availability is known. Furthermore, for every request, the amount of data that needs to be transferred is limited by some fraction of a so-called max-datavalue. This max-data-value for a request is the amount of data that can be feasibly transferred between the earliest start time and the completion deadline given the maximum usable bandwidth for the request.
Given the procedure to construct steps and requests, we first generate a pair of 300 random steps and 150 random requests that need to be accommodated within these steps. These serve as the input to the RRA algorithm. The results obtained from the RRA algorithm for this pair of steps and requests serve as one data point for the results. We then continue to generate random pairs of steps and requests, and continue generating schedules using the RRA algorithm. All these subsequent schedules gives us more data points for the results. Note that the time duration between two consecutive data points can be different for different pairs. Further, every new data point has the starting time which is greater than the ending time of its previous data point. As a comparison, we also consider the schedules constructed from following two seemingly efficient heuristics.
First come first serve (FCFS). In this heuristic, the requests are considered for reservation within the bandwidth availability graph in the order in which requests are generated. Each request is accommodated in the AR where it can be completed in the shortest amount of time.
Largest bandwidth first (LBF). In this heuristic, the requests are considered for reservation within the bandwidth availability graph in the decreasing order of maximum bandwidth value that the requests can use. A request under consideration is accommodated in the AR where it can be completed in the shortest amount of time. It may seem that accommodating requests that can use the largest bandwidth may reduce the total data transfer time for the accommodated requests. However, as the results will show, this is not the case. Figure 13 shows the comparison of the number of accommodated requests under RRA, FCFS, and LBF. X-axis shows the data points, and Y-axis show the cumulative number of requests that were accommodated under a particular scheme upto every data point. On an average, the number of requests that were accommodated under RRA are 75% higher than the LBF scheme, and 33% higher than the FCFS scheme.
Intuitively, one may think that the RRA algorithm may have chosen the requests that have small amount of data to transfer, thereby increasing the number of accepted requests. However, Fig. 14 shows that the total amount of data transferred under all the three schemes is approximately same. Under RRA, the data transferred is 4% less than that under LBF, and 8% less than that under FCFS.
Next, one may ask that if all the schemes were able to transfer similar amounts of data, then what is the advantage of RRA? Figure 15(a) shows that the amount of time taken to transfer total data under RRA is significantly lower than total time under the other two schemes. Both FCFS and LBF takes 21% more time than the time taken under RRA. Furthermore, Fig. 15(b) shows that the effective bandwidth utilization (the ratio of data transferred and the time taken to transfer the data) under RRA is largest among all the three schemes.
To alleviate a practical concern, we calculated the running time used by the RRA algorithm for the complete simulation on a 2.8 GHz Intel Core i5. The time comes out to be just under 900 milisecs, which is orders of magnitude smaller than the gains in the data transfer time due to the RRA algorithm (see Fig. 15(a) ). Discussion. The results show that RRA is clearly a better algorithm than the FCFS scheme. The reason is that RRA benefits from the additional knowledge about the input that it gets by considering multiple requests for reservation at the same time. Whereas, the FCFS algorithm blindly accommodate the requests as they arrive without taking into consideration any other requests.
The LBF scheme, like RRA, also has the additional knowledge about the input. However, while accommodating requests, LBF still accommodates requests one by one in isolation. On the other hand, instead of accommodating requests in isolation, the RRA algorithm distributes the requests among accommodating regions, and then tries to satisfy them. This makes RRA perform much better than LBF.
To summarize, our results show that the RRA algorithm can construct schedules that accommodate large number of reservation requests while transferring similar amount of data compared to LBF and FCFS schemes. 
RELATED WORK
A significant amount of research exists in the area of network QoS. This research can be broadly divided into two main categories: (i) QoS architectures/routing mechanisms and (ii) resource reservation tools/protocols. QoS architectures and routing mechanisms offer procedures to create network paths that can provide some kind of QoS between end sites. A comprehensive survey of QoS/constraint-based routing can be found in [16] . A framework for QoS-based routing can also be found in [4] . Details of QoS architectures such as DiffServ and IntServ can be found in [1] and [2] respectively. In next generation research and education networks, such as ESnet [5] and Internet2 [9] , these QoS mechanisms are implemented by software agents known as Inter-Domain Controllers (IDCs). End-site resource reservation tools (see e.g., [10, 7] ), on the other hand, provide mechanisms for applications to obtain an exclusive end-to-end hold on available resources. The focus of this work is to develop an algorithm that helps end-site resource reservation tools to efficiently reserve the available network resources.
Similar to our work, there are some efforts that consider the possibility that reservation requests can be available in advance [8, 14] , or that the reservation requests can be flexible [7, 14] . In [7] , the end-site reservation tool consider the reservation of multiple requests in the order of their arrival. In our results, we have shown that we can do better by intelligently scheduling multiple requests instead of considering them one by one according to their arrival times. Furthermore, for flexible requests, [7] submits a fixed reservation request to the IDCs and gets a response from the controller for whether that request can be satisfied or not. If the (fixed) request cannot be satisfied, it is then modified by the tool, and re-submitted for the reservation. It may require several iterations before a request is modified in a successful way. This iterative mechanism of submitting a request may have high overhead in some scenarios. In [11] , multiple requests are again processed sequentially in the order of their arrival. The most recent work on scheduling network reservation requests is [14] . In [14] , authors studied the scheduling of multiple data transfer requests as an optimization problem. For a given list of requests, their admission control is a binary decision: that is, their optimization problem can only determine whether all the requests in the list can be accommodated or not. In contrast to our approach, for a given list of requests, if a particular request cannot be satisfied, the solution procedure in [14] rejects all the reservation requests following the rejected request in the list. This drawback can cause significant drop in the overall performance and the rejection of many requests that could otherwise be accommodated. The RRA algorithm presented in this paper does not suffer from such a drawback. RRA selectively rejects the requests that could not be accommodated, and accept those that can be accommodated. Our simulation results show the significant performance improvements of our approach over the existing sequential and iterative approaches of request submission.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we solved an important problem, called SMR 3 , to accommodate multiple and concurrent network reservation requests between a pair of end-sites. Given the varying availability of bandwidth within the network, our goal was to accommodate as many reservation requests as possible while minimizing the total time needed to complete the data transfers. We proved that the SMR 3 is an NP-hard problem, and then developed a polynomialtime heuristic, called RRA, to solve the problem. The RRA algorithm hinges on an efficient mechanism to accommodate large number of requests in an iterative manner. Finally, via numerical results, we showed that RRA constructs schedules that accommodate significantly larger number of requests compared to other, seemingly efficient, heuristics. Our simulations have shown that the RRA algorithm can significantly improve the efficiency of network reservation tools. As a result, our future plans are to incorporate the RRA algorithm into existing network reservation tools such as TeraPaths [10] .
